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a walk in the park the larapinta trail is not for the faint-hearted.  
a 223km bushwalk through central australia’s West  MacDonnell 
National Park, it offers challenges and rewards, drawing trekkers 
along high, stony ridges radiating desert heat before ducking down 
into cool, cycad-filled oases such as standley chasm.

for some, tackling the trail became a bit more comfortable this 
year. as trekking season opened, World expeditions showed off 
a remarkable new look for its two semipermanent campsites tucked 
within the park. the late sydney architect nick Murcutt and his 
partner, rachel neeson, designed striking communal hubs for the 
minimal-impact campsites, that can be packed down when each 
hiking season is over. bedouin-style canopies, the same shade of 
orange as the desert dust, protect raised timber platforms housing 

an open kitchen, long dining table and comfortable couches.  
the hubs are positioned so they embrace the campfire – which is 
a quintessential part of any outback camping experience.

the campsite closest to alice springs, near simpsons Gap, is 
known as nick Murcutt’s camp. near serpentine chalet, charlie’s 
camp honours the late company guide, charlie holmes, who 
found the campsite, which is a short drive from ochre pits used by 
the Western arrernte people for thousands of years for medicinal, 
religious and decorative purposes.

those returning from a hard day’s hike can now collapse on the 
couch and examine their blisters while guides cook them a dinner 
of camel steaks or kangaroo curry. it would be hard for them to 
imagine the journey it took to realise these developments,   

the pygmy possum, the northern corroboree frog, prehistoric pine  
trees, “lost cities” and deep pink lakes – australia’s 500-plus national parks  
yield beauty and secrets beyond compare. and a wealth of eco-adventure 
experiences, as this update of our parkland inventory – from the indian ocean  
to the red centre to tasmania’s rugged interior – reveals.  words KATriNA LobLey

Nick Murcutt’s Camp, 
West MacDonnell National 
Park, Northern Territory
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which include other eco-friendly measures such as water-free composting 
toilets, solar lighting and a hybrid grey-water disposal system. 

it took World expeditions eight years, hundreds of thousands of dollars 
and much discussion with the park’s traditional owners and the parks and 
Wildlife commission of the northern territory, who jointly manage the land, 
for these ideas to become reality. World expeditions’ domestic general 
 manager chris buykx says: “from our perspective, it was a long-overdue 
happening that provided a fantastic opportunity to engage with the  
traditional owners of the land we walk on. it’s a win for everyone. it provides 
a fair return to the traditional owners and gives trekkers a better experience.” 

the eco-friendly larapinta trail campsites are just one development 
highlighting how australia’s 500-plus national parks can and do move with 
the times. While national parks conserve biodiversity and showcase some 
spectacular natural landscapes, they’re also places that must carefully  
balance nature with the needs of human visitors, many of whom come seek-
ing respite from city life along with a spiritual recharge. 

these days, nature’s playgrounds are embracing all sorts of experiential 
tourism ventures: in the Royal National Park between sydney and 
 Wollongong, you can bushwalk under a full moon. in tasmania’s  Cradle 
Mountain-Lake St Clair National Park, the remote quartzite canyons are 
abuzz during warmer months with those trying the sport of canyoning. 

in Queensland, which boasts the most national parks of all states and 
territories, with more than 200, an exciting initiative is the $20m Mossman 
Gorge centre in the southern section of Daintree National Park (the  Daintree 
is split into the Mossman Gorge and cape tribulation sections). 

While the park is packed with natural drawcards – saw-shelled turtles and 
platypus glide through the Mossman river, and tree-kangaroos, brush  
turkeys and boyd’s forest dragons live among the strangler figs – the  
indigenous-owned centre adds an important cultural element to the visitor 
experience. it houses a gallery, cafe and training academy, but the real excite-
ment lies in the Dreamtime walks led by indigenous guides. Visitors can 
gain an up-close glimpse into an ancient culture through the stories and 
traditions of the Kuku Yalanji people whose country they are exploring. 

australia’s loVe affair with national parks stretches back 
to 1879, when the royal national park was established south of sydney – the 
world’s second-oldest national park after Yellowstone national park in the 
us. one of the newest, declared last year, is the rugged and isolated Limmen 
National Park in the northern territory Gulf country. the park contains 
plenty of bird-rich lagoons, but its most extraordinary features are two awe-
inspiring formations known as “lost cities”– photogenic sandstone spires, 
pillars and domes that glow a deep red at sunset.    

Most of australia’s national parks are managed by individual states and 
territories, but the federal government oversees six: the territory’s Uluru-Kata 
Tjuta and Kakadu, and Booderee at Jervis bay, new south Wales, which are 
jointly managed with their traditional owners, plus  Christmas and Norfolk 
Islands, and one of the smallest, least-visited and most-intriguing parks – Pulu 
Keeling. Visitors to the park’s pristine north Keeling island, part of the indian 
ocean’s cocos (Keeling) islands are taken as close to shore as possible in an 
inflatable boat and then must swim over the reef and bodysurf ashore.

parks australia’s director of public affairs Margot Marshall is one of the 
few people to have visited pulu Keeling. the park receives less than 150 
visitors a year, which includes the local high-school students who make  ph
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Cradle Mountain-Lake St Clair National Park, Tasmania
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an annual pilgrimage with park rangers. “it’s just the most gorgeous 
place – it’s idyllic,” says Marshall. “You know that you’ve got to surf 
your way in.”

as one of the indian ocean’s few pristine islands, it is a magnet 
for seabirds: the red-footed booby, greater and lesser frigatebirds, 
white-tailed tropicbirds and the endangered cocos buff-banded rail. 

“the birds are just absolutely staggering. With some of the trees, 
you can hardly see the vegetation for birds,” says Marshall.

Divers also come to the cocos islands to explore the wreck of the 
sMs Emden, a German light cruiser that stalked shipping routes 
across the indian ocean at the start of WWi. the lone raider sank 
or captured 23 merchant ships, eventually herself being cornered 
and sunk here by hMas Sydney in november 1914.  

a lonG-terM national strategy is in place to ensure 
the right tracts of land are protected – important considering 
 australia is one of only 17 countries considered “mega-diverse” in 
its species richness. the national reserve system takes a broad view 
of australia’s protected lands – which also include nature reserves 
and wilderness areas. it has a strategy through to 2030 that focuses 
on protecting australia’s terrestrial biodiversity in the face of such 
challenges as climate change and declining water resources. 

one species showing surprising adaptability to climate change 
is the mountain pygmy-possum – an animal the 1967 Guinness Book 
Of Records declared the world’s rarest after just one living specimen 
was discovered in a Mount hotham ski lodge when it was thought 
to be extinct. today, populations are known to exist in the Victorian 
alps and Kosciuszko National Park. university of nsW researchers 
wrote earlier this year that a “critically important discovery” was 
made of a new population living below the park’s tree line in an area 

with little snowfall – not its usual habitat: “they may play a key role 
in understanding how this species will adapt to future challenges.” 

next to Kosciuszko is Namadgi National Park – the australian 
capital territory’s only national park, which provides refuge for 13 
threatened animal species including the northern corroboree frog. 

other national parks are expanding to provide better wildlife 
corridors. this year, it was announced south australia’s Flinders 
Chase National Park on Kangaroo island would expand by 1680ha. 
the newly acquired land at the island’s southern end is habitat for 
the southern emu-wren, osprey, shy albatross, beautiful firetail, cape 
barren goose and heath goanna.  

australia’s national parks have revealed their share of scientific 
surprises over the years. in 1994, nsW national parks and Wildlife 
officer and avid bushwalker David noble stumbled upon an unusual 
conifer with moss-green foliage in a rainforest gorge of Wollemi 
National Park in the blue Mountains World heritage area west of 
sydney. he had discovered one of the world’s rarest trees. now 
named the Wollemi pine (Wollemia nobilis), fossil remains show it 
dates back to the age of the dinosaurs. 

some national parks are noteworthy not so much for their flora or 
fauna, but a quirk of nature. it was announced earlier this year that 
Horizontal Falls at talbot bay in the Kimberley region of Western 
australia – a natural phenomenon that sees tidal waters gush 
through two narrow coastal gorges – will be protected by a new 
national and marine park. and while australia’s most famous 
ephemeral lake may be part of Lake Eyre National Park in south 
australia, Victoria has its own photogenic version. Murray-Sunset 
National Park in the state’s far north-west is home to the pink lakes, 
which blush deep pink in late summer, thanks to carotene secreted 
by algae, before drying to a brilliant-white crust. c ph
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Recent listing: Limmen National 
Park, Northern Territory


